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Indian political drama film written and
directed by Susi Ganesan.The film features

Nivin Pauly and Sai Pallavi in the lead
roles and also stars actor Nithiin as the

younger version of Pauly's character.Blue
Heaven (B.L.O.X.) Blue Heaven

(B.L.O.X.) is the debut studio album by
American rapper Blac Youngsta. It was

released on February 19, 2013, by L.O.X.
Records and iamsu! Entertainment. The
album features guest appearances from

Chris Brown, Kevin Gates, Styles P, Ace
Hood, Jadakiss and E-40. The album was
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supported by the lead single "Hollow
Tree". Background Youngsta created the

album's artwork after winning a contest on
the popular hip-hop website,

HipHopHead.com. In a press release from
the site, Youngsta announced the album
title, cover art, and track listing. In an

interview with High Snobiety, Youngsta
confirmed that he produced all of the
tracks on the album and that the first

single, "Hollow Tree", was intended for
Big Sean. The album was later confirmed

to feature collaborations with Chris Brown,
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Kevin Gates, Styles P, Ace Hood, Jadakiss
and E-40. Youngsta described the project
as "a combination of R&B, trap music and

rap". Critical reception Blue Heaven
received generally positive reviews from

critics. At Metacritic, which assigns a
normalized rating out of 100 to reviews

from mainstream publications, the album
received an average score of 80, based on

six reviews. HipHopDX's Shane Smith
gave the album a positive review, noting
the album's "heavy roster of guests", and

describing it as a "welcome addition to the
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Underground." Anthony D. Smith of
RapReviews gave the 54b84cb42d
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